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Spring Jumps

ABOVE: Boats and other water craft are a big
staple of springtime as people emerge from the
clutches of an icy winter with the yearning to
enjoy the waves. Kayakers are shown gearing
up fat Riverside Park on the eve of the South
Dakota Kayak Challenge in May. (Hertz) LEFT:
The installation of the 2013 Downtown Yankton
RiverWalk sculptures took place in May. The
works were welded onto their bases throughout
the district. (Hertz) 

This young participant in Yankton’s Competitive Cheer flies
through the are during the annual River City Cheer Extrava-
ganza, held at the Summit Activities Center in April. (Hertz)

Spring means it’s recital season for the two dance organizations in Yankton. LEFT: Students at Judi’s Dance Studio are shown rehearsing
for their Memorial Day weekend performance at the Summit Activities Center in May. (Hertz) RIGHT: Meanwhile, these young performers
from the Academy of Dance work on their moves during this dress rehearsal in May. (Hertz)

ABOVE: This bus heads into the water — for a very good cause — at the Spe-
cial Olympics Polar Plunge in Yankton In April. (Hertz) BELOW: Former “Sur-
vivor” contestant Holly Hoffman offered some survival tips during her address
at “Celebrate Women” in Yankton in April. (Hertz)

Spring brought some colorful outdoor adventures in Yankton. LEFT: Mount Marty College hosted a “Run in Color” fundraising event, that
featured groups of runners being bathed with colored chalk at various checkpoints on and near the MMC campus. Afterwards, leaf blowers
were used to remove the chalk from the colorful participants. (Hertz) RIGHT: The Missouri River Water Festival at Yankton in May offered
educational stations in which participants could get an up-close look at nature — such as with this fish, which one educator seemed a bit
hesitant to embrace. (Dockendorf) 

ABOVE: Area law enforcement took part in a drill
organized at the Yankton Federal Prison Camp in
April in which members were able to deal with
emergency situations such as a hostage crisis.
In this photo, one of the hostage takers surren-
ders and his handcuffed by police personnel.
(Hertz) RIGHT: Christian music artist Matt Maher
was in the spotlight during his headlining per-
formance at Mount Marty College’s Laddie E.
Cimpl Arena in April. (Hertz)

Springtime weather brought a diverse array of conditions,
including (thankfully) moisture. ABOVE: This couple bundled
up for the soggy elements as they drove their tractor
through the Fordyce, Neb., centennial parade in June.
(Hoeck) RIGHT TOP: One of the meteorological surprises of
the spring for Yankton was a 2-inch snowfall on May 1, the
first measurable snowfall recorded on that date. Fortunately,
it was gone two hours later. (Hertz) RIGHT BOTTOM: The
weather conditions were just fine for the annual Easter Egg
Hunt at Sertoma Park in Yankton in March. (Hoeck)

A Photographic Look Back At Spring 2013
P&D Photos By Kelly Hertz, Jeremy Hoeck and Randy Dockendorf


